SWINGERS of West London: Part 1; The Early Years (SWING DANCE
ROMANTIC COMEDY)

Things are not always as they appear in the
jovial world of the West London swing
dance class: SWINGERS, least of all the
superficial public image that they try to
enforce; that the staff all get along like one
big happy family, which of course is not
strictly true. Follow Clive who come
dancing, simply to find love, which he does
in fellow dance teacher, Kay, theres only
one problem; Simon, whom shes already
been with for 6 years by the time they
meet, which is also not strictly true. Thats
not to say that Kay would ever touch Clive
with a 10 foot pole thanks to the fact that
hes already been arrested on 3 separate
charges by the time hes attended his
SECOND night dancing at SWINGERS,
largely thanks to his friend and fellow
dance teacher; Harry who works at the
flagship venue in Staines, alongside June, a
happily married woman that come dancing
for the exercise but stayed for the 3 way
love triangle she found herself embroiled
in. and then there are REAL stars, the 3
paid dance teachers, Jon, Denise and
Tamara, all of whom get paid despite the
fact that they only know 2 dance moves
between them. and THATS taking into
account the fact that one of them refuses to
actually dance with anyone. But if thats
the case, and things are not always as they
appear, then why does Simon want to beat
the living daylights out of Jon the minute
he turns up? And why do June and Kay
stop him?
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